
   

       

  Great Taste Award Cold Titanium
Hamper
 
£124.43

OUT OF STOCK

Quick Overview
Oak smoked salmon and traditional ham are a delicious supplement
to our best-selling Titanium 'Great Taste Award' hamper which is filled
with an array of surprising and enticing foods of superior quality that
are guaranteed to provide a welcome taste of life’s little luxuries. This
basket is coming winter 2022.  

  Details
 
Our Great-Taste Award gift-hampers range is characterised by our desire to create better, modern food hampers that celebrate the skills and
dedication of micro producers across the UK and Ireland. Great-Taste range has a perfect blend of both savoury and sweet UK produce to suit
everyone's tastes. When creating gift-hampers, we use a unique formula to ensure we include all the traditional elements of gift-hampers in the
UK. The GTA Titanium hamper is an incredibly popular all year well rounded hamper, with 5* reviews it is clear to see why! The Great-Taste
Award Titanium Hamper includes single estate chocolate truffles, cheese, crackers, and pate. To make this gift a little unique, there is a luxury
chocolate hazelnut spread and hand crafted chocolate enrobed apple sticks which will be sure to create explosions of flavour in the mouth. The
blend of sweet and savoury snacks within our gift-hampers make them suitable hampers for anyone. The Great-Taste Award Titanium Gift
Hamper has a rich golden colour theme common to the products which helps to tie the items together and make them so much more than just
a selection of amazing products but great gift-hampers that anyone would be lucky to receive. Our gift-hampers are the perfect size for sharing
in a small group of people, like a family, yet it is not too grand that it would overwhelm an individual. If you are looking for a slightly larger gift
for a group or individual, our Great-Taste Award range comes in a variety of sizes going up, we are sure there will be something for everyone.
Our gift-hampers can be sent anywhere across the UK to deliver the perfect gift to someone. Only once the products are harmonious in colour,
taste and purpose are the hampers finalised. When we critique and perfect our gift-hampers to this level we know that our UK and Irish
customers will be happy with them. Our GTA range has been delivered to the UK for more than ten years now. All of our gift-hampers for the
UK ship within one to two working days after ordering. Normally, delivery to the UK is next day, for more remote areas of the UK it may take an
extra day.

Additional Information
 
Contents (Due to International Supply Chain delays, the 2021 planned launched of this Hamper is delayed until next

year. Apologies for any inconvenience this may cause.) Chilled Foods: Ummera 100g Organic Smoked
Salmon Brady Family Traditional Carved Ham 130g Sweet Gourmet Foods: Willies 110g SingleEstate
DarkChoc Praline Truffles Original Irish Oat Cookies Kilbeggan 200g Luxury Fruit Jellies, Confiseur en
Provence 90g West Cork Bakery Chocolate Cake 400g The Nut Kitchen GIANDUAI Chocolate Spread 200g
Nutritious Energy Caramel & Cacao Perkier Bar 35g Willies 80g SingleEstate Chocolate Slab GuiltFree
Chocolate Apple Sticks Lismore Food Company 25g Savoury Gourmet Foods: Vintage Cheese Truckle Nutty
Cheddar BandonVale200g Gourmet Cumin Sodabread Toasts Foods of Athenry 110g Lemon Natural Oloves
30g Islander Spicy Relish Relish 105g Terrine de Canard by Ducs de Gascogne 90g Crunchy BBQ Chickpeas
Cheeky P's 50g Rockin Irish Cheddar&Onion Hand Cooked Crisps Shindigs 40g Organic Earl Grey Tea Qi Chi
Presented in a Great Taste Branded ECO-paq Gift Card Personalised for Your Occasion
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